
Proposals voted on Oct 10th 2023 

 
 

 

 

Proposal number 1 
 
Further proposal to introduce a Friday SA Summer league consisting of 5v 
teams of 3 players each playing 2 bowls.  Match Committee to include new 
appendix “F” to outline the C.O.P. prior to entries being accepted. This to be a 
trial for 2023 / 2024 if successful this league format could become an annual 
event 
 
Proposed P Bonsor 
Seconded D Morrison 
 
For 4 votes 
Against 5 votes 
Abstain 1 vote      
Proposal NOT PASSED                           
 
 
Proposal number 2 
 
Amendment to Constitution item 9.e 
 
Reason behind the change.  To allow for a more flexible management of the 
LLB if changes or amendments are incorrect or deemed to be not working this 
will allow for a quicker correction. 
 

9e) At meeting of the Committee a proposal or an amendment to a proposal 

must be put forward by a member Club and seconded by another member 

club or by an LLB Officer and seconded by another LLB Officer before final 

voting takes place.  Whenever the Committee has reached a decision at any 

meeting and has confirmed that decision by subsequently adopting the 

minutes, no proposal to vary that decision shall be considered for a 6 month 

period after it has been confirmed, save where an event outside the LLB 

makes a variation necessary. 

 

Amend to read. 



 

9e) At meeting of the Committee a proposal or an amendment to a proposal 

must be put forward by a member Club and seconded by another member 

club or by an LLB Officer and seconded by another LLB Officer before final 

voting takes place.  Once the vote has taken place at the meeting and the 

proposal has been endorsed by the membership the proposal shall be 

written into the Rules of the LLB. 

 

Proposed by Dave Morrison Greenlands 

Seconder Ray Robson Country Bowls 

 

For 11 votes 

Against 3 Votes 

Abstain 0 Votes 

Proposal PASSED 

 
Proposal number 3 
 
Re-Arranged Fixtures 
 
Reason for change: To allow a team to re-arrange a fixture if it becomes aware 
in advance that it is unable to field a team due to a large number of absences 
caused by an event such as a wedding or a club tour / event. Clubs may also 
wish to re-arrange fixtures to alleviate the number of afternoon fixtures being 
played. 
   
Any League fixture can only be re-arranged due to (a) adverse weather 
conditions either by mutual agreement or at the discretion of the home 
Captain or (b) if the green to be used is not playable.  The relevant league co-
ordinator to be advised on that day by 9pm by all teams involved.  Any 
exceptional circumstances should be referred to the league co-ordinators 
whose decision is final.  Where adverse weather conditions occur the home 
team should give at least 1 to 11/2 hours notice before the due start time of 
the match that is being cancelled. 
 
Insert the following text as option (c) above. Clubs can, by mutual agreement 
play games (other than the final game of the season) earlier than the 
scheduled date But NOT later than the scheduled date. All agreed changes are 
to be notified to the league coordinator by both clubs.  Without agreement of 



both clubs the fixture cannot be moved 
 
Proposed Dave Morrison Greenlands. 
Seconded Raymond Robson Country bowls 
 
For 10 Votes 
Against 4 Votes 
Abstain 0 Votes 
Proposal PASSED 


